
Can you work together to save your Civilization?

a game by galen CisCell
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“But afterwards there occurred violent earthquakes and floods;  
and in a single day and night of misfortune… the island of 

Atlantis… disappeared in the depths of the sea.”  - Plato
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1 set up the island of 
atlantis by laying out its 

parts as shown on the right.

2 Place the resource 
cubes (ore, atlantium, 

gold, and crystal), mystic 
energy beads, mystic barrier 
and courage tokens, and 
production dice within easy 
reach of all players, near the 
game board.

3 shuffle the misfortune 
and knowledge decks 

separately and place them 
near the island. 

4 lay the ten component tiles in a row 
called the “blueprint.” For your first 

game, randomly select 3 cards from the “a” 
deck, 3 from the “b” deck, 3 from the “C” 
deck, and the Power Core card.
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GAME SETUP
(For 6 players, standard game)

MOUNTAINS

FORGES

HILLS
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5 each player selects a councilor 
card and takes 3 atlanteans 

matching  his color (denoted by the 
color of the councilor’s title). these 
represent each councilor’s loyal 
followers. Each player takes one 
mystic energy.

6 Place the remaining atlanteans of 
each selected color, as well as the 

gray atlanteans, in a supply near the 
game board. Place the atlanteans of 
the unused colors back in the box.

7 Place the athenian galley over 
the “0” corresponding to the 

number of players (2, 3, or 4-6) on the 
atlantean navy tile and place the 
attack die nearby.

8 the player who most recently 
went swimming becomes the 

starting player and takes the starting 
player marker.

CITIES

FORESTS

LIBRARIES
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PLAyING THE GAME
In Atlantis Rising you portray one of the leading citizens of Atlantis on 
the eve of its destruction. Using your advanced Atlantean technology 
and the energy provided by your mystic power source, you must work 
together with the other players to construct a cosmic gate capable 
of transporting the remainder of the island to safety, before your 
civilization is lost forever to the sea.

atlantis rising is a cooperative game. the players must work 
together as a team to win the game. thus the players will either 
all share the victory (if they can save atlantis), or all share the 
defeat (if atlantis sinks beneath the waves). 

the game is played over the course of several turns. each turn is 
broken into five phases, as outlined below. 

GAME TURN PHASES 
1. PLACE ATLANTEANS  
2. DRAw MISFORTUNES  
3. PRODUCTIvE ACTIONS  
4. ATHENIANS ATTACk  
5. BUILD COMPONENTS

Start of Turn
before beginning each turn, players may make use of their 

councilors’ special abilities or play knowledge cards.

PLACE ATLANTEANS
beginning with the starting player and proceeding clockwise, 

players take turns placing all of their atlanteans from their 
personal supply onto one or more island tiles, or in the atlantean 
navy. 

each tile can only support a fixed number of atlanteans, as 
indicated by the number of rings on the tile.  Players may place 
fewer than the maximum number of atlanteans allowed on a tile.

atlanteans of multiple colors may share a tile, as long as the 
total capacity of the title is not exceeded. 

the center tile represents the mystic power source of atlantis 
and may support any number of atlanteans. the atlantean navy 
may also support any number of atlanteans.

DRAw MISFORTUNES
Even as the councilors work to save their home, myriad misfortunes 
plague Atlantis, flooding the isle, inciting panic in the populace, 
and raining other maladies upon the land. Atlanteans who see the 
oncoming waves ready to crash into their assigned position will flee 
back to their councilor, their task unfulfilled.

beginning with the starting player and proceeding clockwise, 
each player must draw a misfortune card (see page 8). if a 
misfortune card requires a decision, all players may discuss the 
decision, but the current player has final authority. 

blue cannot place 
two atlanteans on this 
mountains tile, because 
it can only support one 
atlantean.

green, red, and yellow all 
legally share this Forge tile. 
a tile can support multiple 
colors of atlanteans, as 
long as their total number 
does not exceed the tile’s 
capacity (3 in this case).
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atlanteans on destroyed tiles are returned to their owner’s 
personal supply, without performing the productive action 
of the tile. tiles are always destroyed from the tip of the island 
toward the center. 

PRODUCTIvE ACTIONS
beginning with the starting player and proceeding clockwise, 

each player performs the productive actions of his surviving 
atlanteans in any order he wishes, removing each atlantean 
from the board and returning it to his personal supply, as its 
productive action is performed.

Mountains, Hills and Forests
These resource-producing regions have been heavily mined near the 
center of the island, but are largely untapped near its edges. 

roll one die for each atlantean placed here; for each success, 
take one resource (corresponding to the location of your 
atlantean: mountains – ore; hills – gold; Forests – crystal).

success is achieved by rolling equal to or higher than the target 
number printed on the tile (2, 3, 4 for ore, 3, 4, 5 for gold, and 4, 
5, 6 for crystal). it is easier to find these precious resources in the 
less-mined regions.

target numbers to collect resources can never be raised above 
6 or lowered below 2. 

Mystic energy guides the hand of the Atlantean follower, allowing him 
to find resources he may otherwise have missed.

after the production die is rolled, mystic energy may be spent 
to add 1 to the result. a player may spend any number of mystic 
energy in this way, increasing the result by 1 for each mystic 
energy spent.

Libraries
The libraries of Atlantis are among the best in the world, containing the 
wisdom of an advanced civilization. While some may believe it folly to 
retreat into these stacks of books and scrolls when the island is sinking 
around them, wise councilors recognize the true value of knowledge.

For each atlantean placed here, draw and keep a number of 
knowledge cards (see page 9) as shown on the tile:

 : draw cards (amount shown)

 : keep cards from those drawn (amount shown);
  discard the rest

all players have a maximum hand limit of four knowledge 
cards. if a player has more than four cards in his hand at any time, 
he must immediately play or discard knowledge cards until he 
has four cards in hand.

red draws two knowledge 
cards. he may keep one 
of these cards, but must 
discard the other.

orange rolls a 6 and a 4, 
and collects one Crystal 
cube
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Forges
The forges of Atlantis are legendary. Only here can the precious alloy 
Atlantium be refined from the ore found in the mountains. While simple 
ore is useless for building the components of the cosmic gate, Atlantium 
is critical to the advanced technology of Atlantis. The forge smiths at the 
island’s center are already overworked, but those who brave the waves 
can command the full attention of the smiths who dwell near the island’s 
edge.

For each atlantean placed here, transmute one ore into one or 
more atlantium. you may convert ore to atlantium at a rate of 1:3, 
1:2, or 1:1, depending on the tile. each atlantean placed here 
may convert only one ore into atlantium (a player with multiple 
atlanteans on a Forges tile may convert multiple ore cubes into 
atlantium).

Cities
The citizens of Atlantis are proud and logical – they are not easily 
convinced that the gods will actually destroy their island; it will take the 
testimony of several followers to recruit them to your cause. Those who 
dwell closer to the sea have seen the oncoming waves, however, and 
may be more easily convinced to join the effort to save their civilization.

gain one new atlantean for each 1, 2, or 3 atlanteans placed 
here (as noted on the tile). this atlantean is returned to your 
personal supply along with the atlantean(s) performing this 
productive action. 

Note: in order for Cities tiles to be effective, a single player 
must place the maximum number of atlanteans allowed on the 
tile.

Mystic Power Source (Center Tile)
The mystic power source is the key to the Atlanteans’ advanced 
technology. Unlike other cultures, who would war amongst themselves 
for the right to control such a potent force, the Atlanteans have always 
granted free access to all citizens.

For each atlantean placed here, gain one mystic energy (see 
page 10). any number of atlanteans may be placed on the mystic 
power source each turn.

The Atlantean Navy
The Athenians have ever been the enemies of Atlantis. Even as the island 
sinks into the seas, Athens still sends its mariners to plunder and destroy 
Atlantis. Atlantis requires brave men and women to defend it.

each atlantean placed here helps to defend atlantis. 
atlanteans placed here are not returned to players’ personal 
supplies until after the end of the athenians attack phase.

any number of atlanteans can contribute to the atlantean 
navy. 

green hoped to gain more 
ore this turn, however  with 
only two ore to transform 
into atlantium, green’s 
third atlantean placed on 
this forge tile is wasted.

an ineffective Cities placement. 
a single player must fill all of 
the available rings to benefit 
from a Cities tile.

all players will obtain mystic 
energy beads; blue will obtain 
2, green and orange 1 each.
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ATHENIANS ATTACk
The Athenians are unpredictable in their assault, but one thing is certain – 
as Atlantis weakens, they will increase the intensity of their attacks. A 
councilor who invests heavily in the defense of the island will see her 
veteran sailors return from battle with the courage to do what they must to 
save the island.

the starting player rolls the attack die, adds the number 
indicated on the attack track, and compares the result to the 
number of atlanteans placed in the atlantean navy. if there are 
fewer atlanteans than the total result of the attack, destroy (flip 
over) one tile for each atlantean fewer than the result (players’ 
choice). if no consensus can be reached, the current player is the 
final arbiter of which tiles are destroyed. tiles are always destroyed 
from the tip of the island toward the center. if there are an equal 
or greater number of atlanteans than the total result of the attack, 
nothing happens.

at the end of the athenians attack phase, advance the athenian 
galley by one step on the attack track. the attack track can never 
exceed +5 in a 2 player game, +8 in a 3 player game, or +12 in a 4-6 
player game.

in addition, if a player has contributed at least two atlanteans 
and also the most atlanteans to the atlantean navy, he receives 
a courage token (see page 9). if two or more players are tied for 
the most atlanteans, the starting player or the player closest to 
the starting player (proceeding clockwise) is considered to have 
contributed the most atlanteans. only one player may receive a 
courage token in this fashion each turn.

BUILD COMPONENTS
While the Athenians press the attack and the island sinks into the sea, the 
councilors must complete the components necessary to create the cosmic 
gate that will save their people from annihilation. There is little time for 
collaboration, so each councilor must work separately to construct each 
component.

beginning with the starting player and proceeding clockwise, 
each player may build one (and only one) component if he 
has the correct combination of resources, or pass. Completing 
a component provides an additional benefit detailed on the 
component tile, which is gained only once,  immediately upon 
building the component. the tile is then taken by the player who 
built the component.

building a component always requires that at least one resource 
be spent by the player building the component, regardless of any 
reductions in cost.

Note: Players may not trade resources among themselves, 
without the use of certain knowledge cards or component 
benefits. 

red rolls the attack die (a 
3) and adds the number 
indicated on the attack 
track (+8), for a total of 11. 
he then subtracts 9 (the 
total number of atlanteans, 
plus one courage token,) 
for a total of 2 tiles that must 
be destroyed.
afterward, red receives 
one courage token (red, 
blue and green are tied 
for number of atlanteans 
contributed to the 
atlantean navy, but red, 
the starting player, wins 
the tie).

an illegal build: all 
components require at 
least one resource to 
build (knowledge cards 
are not a resource)
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Change Starting Player
at the end of each turn, the current starting player passes the 

starting Player token to the player on his left and that player 
becomes the new starting player.

wINNING OR LOSING
the players lose the game if all of the island tiles have been 

destroyed. the center tile is always the last tile destroyed. atlantis 
is lost forever!

the players win the game if they complete all of the 
components of the cosmic gate (and thereby activate it) before 
the center tile is destroyed. atlantis is saved!

MISFORTUNE CARDS
Flooding isn’t the only concern for the Atlanteans. Earthquakes and 
plagues ravage the island from without while hopelessness and 
sabotage undermine the councilors’ efforts from within.

most misfortunes are basic “Flood” cards. these cards will 
state “Flood [section]” (ex: “Flood Forests”). when a basic Flood 
misfortune is drawn, the current player must destroy (flip over) 
the next available tile in the section named.

if a section of the island is already completely destroyed and a 
tile in that section would be destroyed, the current player must 
choose two other tiles to destroy (in one or two sections). if there 
are not two other tiles remaining, the players lose the game.

some misfortunes are special misfortunes. special misfortunes 
can never be prevented with mystic energy, and take place 
immediately when drawn. Follow the instructions on the card 
when a special misfortune is drawn.

Note: “Controlled Flood” is a special misfortune, and not 
considered a Flood misfortune for purposes of cancelling a Flood 
misfortune with mystic energy, or preventing a Flood misfortune 
with a mystic barrier (see page 10).

Calm Seas: when a player draws a Calm seas card, nothing 
happens.

Spur the Cycle: when the spur the Cycle card is drawn, shuffle 
the misfortune deck and discard pile together, along with spur 
the Cycle. the active player does not draw another misfortune 
this turn (although any remaining players will still draw a 
misfortune).

 

the Cities section has 
already been entirely 
flooded. having drawn a 
Flood Cities misfortune, 
the players must choose 
and destroy any two 
other tiles.

tiles are always flooded 
from the tip of the island 
toward the center.
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kNOwLEDGE CARDS
knowledge cards can be played at any time, although 

never to interrupt an action. For example, a “science of 
shielding” could be played in reaction to a “Flood Forges” 
misfortune, but the misfortune would take effect before the 
mystic barrier was placed. because it was already drawn, the 
misfortune must be resolved before the knowledge card goes 
into effect.

each player has a hand limit of four knowledge cards.

COURAGE TOkENS
An Atlantean with courage can stand fast against the Athenians or 
brave the oncoming waves to complete his assigned task even in the 
face of certain doom.

a courage token, once gained, is retained until expended. 
when placing atlanteans, a player may place a single 
courage token beneath one of his atlanteans (multiple 
courage tokens may be placed beneath multiple atlanteans). 
if a tile containing an atlantean with a courage token is 
destroyed during the Draw misfortunes phase, the courage 
token is expended, allowing the atlantean to immediately 
perform the productive action of that tile, before returning to 
the player’s personal supply. a courage token expended in 
this way is “lost” and returned to the supply.

if a tile containing an atlantean with a courage token 
escapes misfortune, the courage token is returned to its 
owner’s personal supply along with his atlantean(s) after 
the Productive actions phase, and can be placed again on a 
future turn.

a player may also place a courage token beneath an 
atlantean placed into the atlantean navy. in this case, the 
atlantean counts as two atlanteans instead of one when 
determining the result of the athenians’ attack (although 
the atlantean does not count as two atlanteans when 
determining which player receives a courage token for 
placing the most atlanteans in the atlantean navy). in this 
case, the courage token is always “lost” and returned to the 
supply after the athenians attack phase, regardless of the 
outcome of the battle.

the Panic! and Plague 
misfortunes do not affect 
atlanteans not yet placed 
during the misfortune 
phase. (the Crisis of Faith 
misfortune still prevents 
atlanteans placed after 
the misfortune phase from 
collecting mystic energy.)

yellow, with one ore, has 
placed an atlantean with 
a courage token on the 
bottommost Forges tile. 
the players draw a Flood 
Forges misfortune. yellow 
transmutes his ore into 3 
atlantium and loses his 
courage token; then the tile 
is destroyed.
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MySTIC BARRIERS
The tangible manifestation of the power of mystic energy, mystic barriers 
can protect localized areas of the island from destruction.

During the course of the game, players may gain access to 
mystic barrier tokens. once gained, a mystic barrier token 
may be placed on any island tile. if a basic Flood misfortune 
corresponding to that section of the island is drawn so that the 
tile with the mystic barrier would be destroyed, instead discard 
the mystic barrier. mystic barriers only protect against basic Flood 
misfortunes.

each tile may only support one mystic barrier token.

MySTIC ENERGy
The power of mystic energy can guide followers to the resources they 
seek, turn back the oncoming waves, or even raise the land from the 
ocean.

For each atlantean placed on the central tile, gain one mystic 
energy. mystic energy can be used to: add 1 to a production 
die roll to gather resources on a mountain, hills, or Forest tile 
(1 energy); transform a single resource into any other resource 
(2 energy); cancel a Flood misfortune (but not a Controlled 
Flood) (3 energy); or unflip a destroyed tile (5 energy). several 
players may contribute mystic energy toward cancelling a 
Flood misfortune or unflipping a destroyed tile. Players may not 
contribute mystic energy to increase another player’s production 
die roll or to transmute another player’s resource. any number of 
atlanteans can access the mystic power source.

ADvANCED PLAy

Increased Difficulty
to increase the difficulty of the game, players may choose to 

use nine randomly selected components from the following 
component decks, in addition to the Power Core (for a total of 10 
components): 

 •easy Difficulty: 3 components each from decks a, b and C 
 •normal Difficulty: 3 components each from decks a, b and D 
 •hard Difficulty: 3 components each from decks a, C and D 
 •Cosmic Difficulty: 3 components each from decks b, C and D

once the players have mastered the above difficulty levels, the 
final challenge awaits. Players who would dare to save atlantis 
without the usual safeguard against early disaster can begin the 
game without mystic energy.

Faster Game Play
to speed up game play, players can resolve actions during 

the Placement phase simultaneously (instead of waiting for 

orange rolls a 3 and decides 
to spend two mystic energy to 
increase the result of the roll to 
a 5. orange collects one gold 
cube.

the players, having lost the 
battle against the athenians, 
must destroy one tile. they 
choose a libraries tile with a 
mystic barrier token. because 
the tile is not being destroyed 
as the result of a Flood 
misfortune, the mystic barrier is 
discarded with no effect.
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each player to take her turn in order). if there is a disagreement 
(two players wish to place an atlantean on the same space 
on a tile) then default to turn order. Players may also resolve 
actions simultaneously during the Productive actions and build 
Components phases. again, default to turn order if action 
sequence becomes important.

FREqUENTLy ASkED qUESTIONS

Q: How do effects like Ancient Atlas, Earthquake, and the Explorer’s 
special ability interact? 

a: apply the effects in the order they occur, remembering that an effect 
can never raise a target number above 6 or lower it below 2 by any 
means. the explorer’s special ability is applied at the time of the 
production roll.

Q: If I play Ballad of Bravery, does the player who placed the most 
Atlanteans in the Atlantean Navy receive two courage tokens? 

a: no, when ballad of bravery is played, each player who placed two or 
more atlanteans in the atlantean navy receives one courage token. 
Do not award an additional courage token to the player with the 
most atlanteans in the atlantean navy. 

Q: Ancestors’ Gambit says you must accept the result of the second roll 
of the attack die. Can you use multiple Ancestors’ Gambit cards on 
the same turn to continue rerolling the attack die? 

a: yes. you cannot choose the value on the attack die prior to the reroll, 
but you may play additional ancestors’ gambit cards to continue to 
reroll the attack die.

Q: Can you play a knowledge card to avoid discarding due to 
exceeding your hand limit? 

a: yes. when your hand size exceeds four cards you may immediately 
play one or more cards to avoid discarding.

Q: What does the term “receive double benefit” mean? 
a: gain the benefit of the component, then immediately gain the 

benefit again, a second time. note that some components do not 
provide any additional benefit from a second use (e.g. solar matrix, 
targeting spire, etc.)

Q: Does Hopelessness affect courage tokens already placed? 
a: yes.

Q: What is considered a “resource?” 
a: atlantium, Crystal, gold, and ore.

Q: If the special misfortune “Lack of Support” is in effect, can I still 
use the knowledge card, “Untapped Talent” to copy the ability of 
another councilor for the turn? 

a: yes.
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